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The ultimate cheat sheet for booking car rental
If you’re lucky enough to be going on holiday abroad this summer then you may also be considering
booking a car rental? If so, be warned, many consumers encounter a hell of a lot of roadbumps
before, during, and after renting a vehicle abroad.
Although booking car rental online certainly provides consumers with lots of convenience, choice,
and value, it is also one of the areas of consumer complaint that ECC Ireland hears a lot about.
Consumers are often caught out by the terms and conditions, what is/is not included, the deposit,
alleged damage, extra charges and all sorts of other problems. This is compounded by the fact that
there is no industry specific legislation to protect consumers if they have problems with their car
rental.
They say that ‘prevention is better than cure’. So, with that in mind we will be looking at ways you
can protect yourself a bit better when you’re looking for your ideal car rental online, before you’ve
hit the purchase button thereby locking yourself into a contract that may not be the best option.
Read on to find out more!

***
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Intermediary sites versus car rental provider sites – What’s the difference
and how could this affect your booking?
Unless you’re a regular car renter with a ‘go-to’ favourite car rental provider, the usual first step for
most people before booking car rental for their holidays is to do an internet search for ‘car rental’,
‘car hire’, ‘renting a car’ or various keywords like that and see what pops up on screen. You get loads
of choice usually made up of price comparison sites and the actual websites of different car rental
traders. The former acts as a sort of marketplace allowing consumers to see what vehicles and prices
are being offered by a range of different car rental providers. For the sake of simplicity here, we are
going to refer to these car comparision sites as intermediary sites.
If you are making the booking through one of these intermediary sites then it’s very important that
you know who your contract is with and what terms and conditions apply. Essentially there’s three
parties involved in this scenario: 1) you (the consumer), 2) the intermediary site, and 3) the car
rental company that will be providing the vehicle when you arrive at your destination. If something
goes wrong then different terms and conditions could apply, depending on what the issue is.
For example, if you’re disputing a charge for alleged damage or the witholding of your deposit then
the complaint is with the car rental provider (party No. 3). However, if there was say a glitch with the
intermediary website and as a result this caused a problem with the booking or it did not provide the
total cost or left out other basic information then the complaint is with this trader (party No. 2). If
you are booking directly through the website of the car rental provider, and not using an
intermediary website, then of course the situation is much more straight forward – the contract is
with you and this trader only.
Top tip: If you’re not sure what type of website you are using, who the trader is, and
what type of contract it is, then it is vital that you read the terms and conditions. This
often wordy text can usually be found by scrolling down towards the bottom of the site
and it is often referred to as ‘General Business Terms’ or ‘Terms of service’. You could also look for
‘Frequently Asked Questions’ or ‘Requirements’.
Here’s an example of one intermediary site that gives information on where it is based, who the
contract is with and also when the T&Cs of the car rental provider apply – of course, for legal
reasons, we had to make it annonymous but hopefully it will give you an idea.
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What does the rental include and are there any requirements?
Another issue that comes up a lot is consumers being caught out by the fuel policy. They may also
have thought other things were included like a particular type of cover and free cancellation or they
didn’t know what the deposit requirements were. It is vital that when you are selecting your vehicle
that you double check what is/is not included, what are the terms and if there are extra charges that
apply. Remember, if you’re using an intermediary site then check the various policies, coverage and
inclusions on both this trader’s site and those of the car rental providers.
Fuel policy – full/full or full/empty?
For the benefit of the uninitiated, there are different types of fuel policies that may apply to your
booking. The most popular tends to be full-to-full, where you get a full tank of fuel in the rental
vehicle upon pick up but you also have to return it full. There is also the option of picking the vehicle
up full and returning it empty (full-to-empty). It’s always recommended to check what policy applies,
how it is applied and if there are any charges or requirements.
Top tip: You should take into account that selecting full-to-empty may not be the best
option – you may have to pay for the full tank at pick up but if you’re not going to use
all that fuel this wouldn’t be the most economical choice. By selecting full-to-full you
may have to pay a deposit, which is blocked on your card, but it should be returned to you once
you’ve refilled the tank before drop off, so you only pay for what you use.
When you put in your dates you usually get a list of available vehicles and the car rental providers.
The fuel policy and other information should be available here – you may have to hover the cursor
over a particular area for extra info to appear. Sometimes, particularly when researching directly on
the car rental provider’s site, you may have to click links like ‘rate inclusions & exclusions’ or go to
the terms and conditions for this information. Or it could bit a bit of both!
For example, this intermediary site provides information about the fuel policy which seems very
straight forward and enticing as it says ‘you’ll pay no fuel fees at all’. However, to the left of the ‘full
to full’ there is a link titled ‘important information’ (next to the logo of the car rental provider). If you
click on this link you are given extra details such as the requirement to leave a deposit to cover the
cost of the fuel and that this amount will be blocked on your credit card. Will you have enough funds
on the card to cover this?
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Cancellation, cover, and other included features of the booking?
Details of the cancellation policy and other characteristics of the booking should also be provided
when you’re choosing your vehicle and before the contract is formed. For example, this particular
intermediary site has listed the items that are ‘included for free’. These are: Collision damage waiver,
theft protection, third party liability, cancellation, and amendments. When you hover the cursor
over these items you are given more information. So, for the cancellation policy you are told that
there is free cancellation up to 24 hours before your pick-up.

How much is the deposit, when will it be returned, and what can affect it?
Another area that causes a lot of trouble for consumers is deposits. Yes, to rent a car you often have
to fork out a hefty sum - sometimes as much as €5,000 - which is usually blocked on your credit card.
Now, that you’ve recovered from the shock of that mini revelation, let’s talk about what you need to
know.
If using an intermediary site there may be an option provided to click ‘important information’ or a
similar term and so deposit requirements should be contained here. When booking directly through
the car rental provider you may have go to the terms of conditions to find this information. It’s very
important that you do your research thoroughly here as it will hopefully save you from a big shock
later.
Top tip: If using an intermediary site, it is always recommended to not only check the
deposit requirements provided here but also check the car rental provider’s T&Cs. The
location of the pick-up may also mean that different T&Cs apply and the car rental
could be subject to extra charges.
Some of the problems consumers experience include:
•
•

•

Not knowing what the deposit amount is, or the amount stated on the intermediary site is
different to that of the car rental provider.
The consumer doesn’t realise that this amount could be blocked on your card for a long
time. Are you okay with amounts of €1,000 or more being withheld for up to a month? If
not, then perhaps look elsewhere for deposit requirements that better suit your situation.
Problems with credit card requirements – Consumers may book the car rental using their
debit card but are then surprised when they cannot receive the rental if they don’t provide
a credit card. Some rental companies may require two credit cards to be provided or they
may require the credit card to be in the main driver’s name (even if the booking was made
with a debit card).
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If there’s a collision, damage caused or theft, what happens then?
First of all, it’s probably good to familiarise yourself with certain terms that crop up when you’re
booking car rental.
•

•

•
•
•

Collision damage waiver (CDW) – This limits how much a car hire company can claim from
you for repairing certain parts of the rental car if it’s damaged. In many countries, it is a legal
requirement to have CDW insurance in the basic car rental price.
Theft protection or theft waiver – This covers part of the cost for replacing a rental car that
has been stolen. It also covers repair if the car is damaged when someone attempts to steal
it. It does not cover anything inside the car.
Third party liability – This is the insurance that pays out on your behalf if you hurt someone
or damage someone else’s property with your car rental.
Loss Damage Waiver – This combines Collision Damage Waiver and theft protection.
Excess - Every car hire has it’s own versions of cover but they always involve you paying
some sort of excess. What that amount is varies. Please note – the excess can be limited to
€0 by taking out additional cover at an extra charge. You may choose to take additional
cover provided by the car rental company or by a third party (see below).

When you’re researching your car rental it should be shown what is/is not included. Depending on
whether you’re using an intermediary site or a car rental provider’s website this can be shown in
different ways. Inclusions may be listed beside the picture of the car or as the below example of one
car rental provider’s website shows, it was provided after selecting the car and down at the bottom
of the rental options page (you’d have to go to the terms and conditions below that again to find out
what this actually involves).

Get excess cover from the car rental provider or from a third party?
This is an issue that seems to cause a lot of confusion and problems for consumers that we hear
from. As already stated, with all car hire there is an excess involved if something happens – fact! So,
the question is: Do you want to take out excess cover so that you don’t run the risk of paying out
sums as big as €3,000 or more? If the answer is yes, well then the next question is: Do you want to
get the cover provided by the car rental provider or by a third party? Either is fine – the choice is
really up to you. There are a number of Irish insurance companies that provide full cover (CDW,
theft, and excess cover) on an annual policy or once-off basis. If a car is damaged and an excess is
charged, then the consumer can use the third party cover to recover the cost incurred. While third
party cover is often a lot cheaper, there is a downside too – the car rental provider is not obliged to
recognise it and if this is the case with your rental then you’ll probably be asked to leave a deposit.
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Warning: There have been reports from consumers that staff at some car
rental provider desks have tried, sometimes aggressively, to convince
consumers to buy the company’s own excess cover because third party won’t
work. Just remember, you don’t have to buy their cover so don’t let yourself be
pressurised. However, if you decide to stick to your guns and only use the third
party then you will have to provide some sort of pre-authorisation to block
money on your card. But, you don’t have to pay for both, if you don’t want to.
Also, be careful when you’re signing rental agreements. There have been reports of consumers not
realising that they have agreed to pay for additional insurance when they didn’t intend to. If this
happens, it can lead to difficulties obtaining a refund later.

General tips for booking car rental:
•
•

•

•
•
•

•

•

•

Take screenshots of the booking process just in case you need proof further down the line if
things go wrong.
It cannot be stressed enough how important it is to read the terms and conditions. However,
it can be very difficult to scan through all that text for the relevant information. You can
search for a particular word like ‘deposit’ or ‘fuel policy’ by holding the Ctrl keyboard key
and pressing F (for Mac it’s Command + F). This will make it a little bit easier.
If you’re unsure about any charges, particularly in relation to insurance charges and
deposits, it is best to contact the company (intermediary site trader and/or the car rental
provider trader) for clarification before booking the car.
Sometimes, not all the charges will need to be paid when you book – some may only be
payable when you pick up the car. However, the total payable amount should be clear.
Always check the cost of extras that you may need during your rental such as a child’s car
seat, additional driver, extra insurance, or a sat nav.
Make sure you know what is included in the final price and what is not. Pay close attention
to the airport and other location related surcharges. For example, if you’re booking a oneway rental, the premium for this service won’t always be included in the quoted price so
check what the additional cost is before booking.
Ask yourself if you need an international driver’s permit for the country you are renting a car
in. Do you need to be over a certain age – it’s usually over 21 but some car rental companies
may charge a surcharge for drivers under 25.
Before booking, it may be helpful to familarise yourself with the European Car Rental
Conciliation Service (ECRCS). The ECRCS helps customers with unresolved complaints
concerning cross-border vehicle rentals within Europe and there are a number of car rental
traders who subscribe to this scheme and are therefore bound by the decision reached by
this conciliation service. This is important to take account of given that there is no industry
specific legislation.
Of course, if you have a consumer dispute with a trader (intermediary or car rental provider)
based in another EU/EEA country then you can also contact us here at ECC Ireland for free
advice and assistance (if required).
***

Consumer success story of the month:
An Irish consumer rented a car for his holidays in Portugal via an intermediary marketplace website.
When the consumer picked up the car from the car rental provider at the site he pointed out pre-
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existing damage to the alloy wheel which was then noted on the check-out sheet. The consumer
returned the car after rental thinking there would be no further problems, however, he
subsequently discovered that he had been charged for the damage to the alloy wheel and had also
not been refunded for fuel. The total charges came to €772.28. The trader failed to correspond with
the consumer any further on this matter and the consumer was not provided with an invoice for the
repair costs for the rental vehicle. ECC Ireland got in touch with colleagues at ECC Portugal who
contacted the trader on the consumer’s behalf. As a result, the consumer received a full refund from
the trader.

Consumer query of the month:
Q: I was trying to book holiday online at the advertised price but when I went from one page to
another during the booking process the price jumped up for no reason. I admit I may have
overlooked this change at the time of booking and only noticed the change when I received the
order confirmation. However, when I went to replicate the booking the following day, to see what it
would do, the price jumped up again to the same higher price then initially advertised. I contacted
the trader over the phone to ask about this discrepancy, but they just stated that it was due to a
change in price by the airline. I feel that this doesn’t sufficiently explain why this error is still
occurring on the website. What are my rights?
A: The Consumer Rights Directive 2011/83/EU states that the total price must be given before the
contract is concluded. In addition, under the Air Services Regulation the published price shall include
the fare and all applicable taxes, charges, surcharges, and fees which are unavoidable and
foreseeable at the time of publication. So, if you book a flight online, the final price must be
available from the initial page enabling you to compare prices across airlines and make an informed
choice. However, if you book a flight on a third-party website and the airline increases its prices,
usually prices are not changed while the booking is being made, but rather the booking cannot be
completed, or the consumer later receives a notification that the price has changed before the
booking could be confirmed with the airline. Changes in pricing can sometimes also occur due to
extra credit card changes or a booking fee that’s not disclosed until the final payment page.
In this case, despite the change in pricing, the trader did provide the full price (considering the
change) prior to the order being confirmed. Therefore, it would be difficult to request the difference
in the price. However, it is advisable to check the relevant terms in case the booking can still be
cancelled without penalty.

***
If you want more information about this or any other cross-border consumer issue, please
contact us on 01 8797 620 or go to www.eccireland.ie. You can also follow us on Twitter.
Martina Nee
Press and Communications Officer
The European Consumer Centre is part of the European Consumer Centres Network (ECC-Net), which
covers 30 countries (all EU countries plus Norway and Iceland), and offers a free and confidential
information and advice service to the public on their rights as consumers, assisting customers with
cross-border disputes. ECC Ireland is funded by the European Commission and the Competition and
Consumer Protection Commission.
Disclaimer: Whilst every effort is made to ensure accuracy, the European Consumer Centre cannot be
held responsible for matters arising from any errors or omissions contained in this publication. The
information provided is intended as a guide only and not as a legal interpretation.
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